**Geography**
Filderstadt is a town in the district of Esslingen in Baden-Württemberg in southern Germany. It is located approximately 13 km south of Stuttgart. Filderstadt is right next to the Stuttgart Airport and the Trade Fair.

**By train**
When you arrive at the main station in Stuttgart, you take the S-Bahn S2 (direction Filderstadt), which terminates in Filderstadt. From there you take either the bus or you walk 7 minutes to the FILharmonie.

**By bus**
From the central bus station in Filderstadt-Bernhausen (Dr.-Peter-Bümlein-Platz) you take the bus line 817 direction Plattenhardt. The bus stop is called „Bernhausen FILharmonie.

**By car**
Autobahn A8 Stuttgart-Munich

From direction of Munich: take the exit B27 Filderstadt / Leinfelden-Echterdingen / Reutlingen / Tübingen / Flughafen/Messe continue on B27 and take the exit Filderstadt West / Plattenhardt / FILharmonie.

If you are heading out of Stuttgart: take B27 towards Reutlingen / Tübingen and take the exit Filderstadt West / Plattenhardt / FILharmonie.

**By airplane**
You fly to Stuttgart airport. The S-Bahn S2 (direction Filderstadt), stops right at the airport and ends in Filderstadt.

---

**With 100 % ÖKO to FILharmonie**

*Arrival by train: Please note our DB-Öko-Ticket*